
 

Additional HT’s update for families - International Families Day Film Project, 

28.04.2020 

Good afternoon all, 

As I mentioned earlier our fabulous staff are working behind the scenes on a 

plethora of development projects as well as their learning and teaching. 

Miss Le Tissier has been driving forward our Equalities focus and a number of the staff 

are getting involved with linked projects. 

The first of these is being led by Mrs Megaw and she needs your help! 

Here is her message that she has asked me to share with you: 

********************************************************************************** 

Hello everyone. 

I hope you are well. 

As part of our Equalities development work, I've decided to make a small film for 

International Families Day.  

My plan is to look at the diversity in families across the school and what it means to 

be part of a family, including the family of RHPS. 

My aim for the film was to try and use pictures of families, with a quote of what it 

means to that particular family, provided by the person giving the pic. Ideally I'd 

love to try and get the person providing the pic to narrate the quote - I've an idea 

how to do that in my head too which "should" be really easy.  

I'm very passionate about family and, as with my circumstances, it doesn't have to 

mean blood relations. As I'm sure some of you are aware that I was adopted so 

pictures can be of people who you consider to be family would be great too! We've 

all got that auntie who isn't really an auntie etc.  

I also wanted to show what family means to us during current climates, so it may be 

a picture of someone chatting to their parents over Zoom, or even delivering 

shopping.  

If anyone would be interested in doing this I'd like to begin creating the film as soon 

as possible, it will take a bit of time to put together, to go online as a link on Twitter, 

for the 15th May.  



Send me a pic via the school admin email and I'll organise obtaining the quote if 

you wish to say it yourself, or I can get it narrated if not, I have a few contacts who 

can help out with that so it isn't just me.....some may be well known voices, you 

never know....... 

Kind  regards and hope you're all staying safe!  

Irene (aka Mrs Megaw!) 

************************************************************************************************

****************** 

I'm sure you'll agree this is a wonderful project and it would be great to get as many 

people involved as possible from our RHPS family. 

Please send any photos, pictures or drawings to our school admin account which will 

then be passed on to Mrs Megaw. If you can include a sound bite that would be 

great. If not, you could write it down in the email and we can see what magic we 

can work out. 

Thank you in advance for your participation. 

Can't wait to see what comes of it. 

Keep well and stay in touch. 

Anna 

 

Anna Hazel-Dunn 

Head Teacher 

The Royal High Primary School 


